




The Heiland Research Corporation has 
its home in Denver, Colorado. It is an 
organization made up of technolo
gists, engineers, and precision crafts
men . The geophysical, industrial, and 
photographic products, born of their 
vision and skill, are used in every cor
ner of the world . With Heiland geo
physical equipment, pencils of light 
have painted accurate pictures of rock 
strata thousands of feet below the 
earth's surface . With Heiland flash 
synchronizers, news pictures of history 
have been made. Distinguished pho
tographers have carried He i land 
equipment to every continent and 
country, from arctic to equator, from 
jungle to desert . The name Hei land 
has become a symbol of advanced de
sign and dependable craftsma nsh ip. 

Copyr ight, 1945, Hei land Research Corporation 
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Heiland Flash Synchronizers are designed and built by makers of 

precision scientific and industrial instruments . Eng ineering and pro

duction standards are extremely high . These synchroniiers embody 

advanced features that lead to better photography. 

HAIR-TRIGGER SWITCH 
Snap-action trigger effect gives natural, easy 

operation . No chance for human element or 

mechanical lag to 'cause variation in timing . 

Can be adj';lsted for thumb or forefinger opera

tion . 



Only the finest materials are used in Heiland Synchronizers . B.ecause 
of the high standards of engineering design , special materials are 
used where they will be most effective . Thus, a long list of materials 
is incorporated in the manufacture including brass , chrome, silver, 
bronze, nickel , aluminum, copper, steel, rubber, and bakelite . 

CLAMP LOCK 
Snap-Action Clomp Lock snaps securely into 

camero brocket, yet allows instant removal. 

Can be mounted on either side of camero . Sup

ports full weight of camero . 
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FLEX-FOCUS REFLECTORS 
45-A for Miniature Bulbs 

This highly efficient reflector gives excellent 
control of light for both single ond multi-flash 
photography. In the back position it gives a 
wide 60 ° beam of light which eliminates hot 
spots for close work up to 25 feet . In the for
ward position the beam of light is narrowed to 
36° for high speed, long distance shots . Per
mits fast shutter speeds up to 100 feet . Inter
mediate positions vary the spread of light be
tween these two limits. There is no need to 
hook bulbs into the socket, simply push t hem 
into automatic centering device . Bu lbs eject by 
pushing thumb button on back . For use with 
both Synchronizer Models Sand K and also the 
Multi-Socket . $5.50 

Price 



SPEED-BEAM REFLECTORS 
Type 45 

A reflector bui It to toke the hord knocks of 

professional use and occupy a minimum space 

in the camera case. The Speed-Beam is the 

answer ta a lang-felt demand for a campact, 

simple reflectar that gives maximum light con

trol for miniature bulbs . Fast shutter speeds at 

relatively small apertures are possible up to 

100 feet . This reflector is used with excellent 

results on long 

Multi-Socket for 
lighting effects. 

focal length lenses or with 

special $ 3 .25 
Price . . . . . .. . ... . . 
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MULTI-SOCKET WITH THE 

FOTOCLAMP 

This versatile extension socket is essen
t ial to multi-flash photography. Com
pact, convenient, and beautifully made, 
it conveniently handles all lighting prob
lems where highlights, shadows, and sub
ject modeling are of importance. All four 
He i land reflectors fi t the Mul ti -Socket. 
Three standard size electrical outlets 
perm it several Multi-Socke ts to be con
nected together . Because of standard 
size thread in base, the Multi-Socket 
may be ~sed on a tripod . 

The Fotoclamp is one of the most useful 
tools a photographer can possess. When 
used with the Multi-Socket it makes 
possible excellent lighting combinations 
without bulky stands or tripods . The 
Fotoclamp will fasten securely to mast 
objects - chairs, tables, ladders, doors, 
etc. The Fotoclamp is so sturdily bui lt 
that most cameras up to and includihg 
4x5's can be supported by it. The Foto
clamp thus eliminates the tripod for 
many press shots under adverse circum
stances. The double ball-and-socket con
struction permits the camero to be turned 
to any angle . $5.00 
Multi -Socket 23-0 ......... . 

Fotoclamp .. ... ...... . . ... . $6.00 
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BOOSTER-BOX 

TYPE B-48 

To the professional or serious amateur, 
the Boaster-Box is the answer to multi
flash photography. The 4 Y2- vo lt, 80-
ampere battery power supply will syn 
chronize 1 to 20 bulbs and 1 to 5 cam
eras at one t ime. Ideal for industriol 
flash photography; constantly used by 
color studios. The Booster-Box combined 
with the Multi-Socket ond the var ious 
Heiland reflectors can handle any light 
in~ problem . $21.50 
Price . ............. . .... . 



DE LUXE MOUNTING 

BRACKETS 
The De Luxe Mounting Bracket is abso
lutely rigid, permanent, strang, and at
tractive in appearance . It is ideal for 
fast press work. Standard equipment 
with most newspaper and magazine 
photographers . Synchronizer slips on or 
off the camera instantly . 

Type 64-R fo r right side over 
range finder ........ . .... . .. $5.50 
Type 64-RE- same with rubber 
eye piece ......... . ........ $6.35 
Type 64-L for left side ... .. .. . $5.50 
Type 64-S-stra ight .... . .... $5.50 
Type 64E-l - for use with Kalart E-l 
range finder ....... ......... $5.50 



A PARTIAL LIST OF CAmERAS 



CASTL E'S, INC . 
" T he 'Pers onal LAttelltion Store " 

1529 NORTH I TREET 

Tele. cHEmpstcad 2573 

H O L LY WOOD 28 , CALIFORNIA 

Heiland Research 
Corporati{)n 
Denver. Colorado 

7282 Beverly Blvd. 
Hollywood 36, Colif. 

Factory Representatives 

431 So. Dearborn St . 
Chicago 5, Illinois 

15 W. 44th St. 
New York 18, N. Y. 
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